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The MODIS LAI/FPAR products have been widely used in various fields since their first public release in 2000. This review intends
to summarize the history, development trends, scientific collaborations, disciplines involved, and research hotspots of these
products. Its aim is to intrigue researchers and stimulate new research direction. Based on literature data from the Web of
Science (WOS) and associated funding information, we conducted a bibliometric visualization review of the MODIS LAI/FPAR
products from 1995 to 2020 using bibliometric and social network analysis (SNA) methods. We drew the following conclusions:
(1) research based on the MODIS LAI/FPAR shows an upward trend with a multiyear average growth rate of 24.9% in the
number of publications. (2) Researchers from China and the USA are the backbone of this research area, among which the
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) is the core research institution. (3) Research based on the MODIS LAI/FPAR covers a wide
range of disciplines but mainly focus on environmental science and ecology. (4) Ecology, crop production estimation, algorithm
improvement, and validation are the hotspots of these studies. (5) Broadening the research field, improving the algorithms, and
overcoming existing difficulties in heterogeneous surface, scale effects, and complex terrains will be the trend of future research.
Our work provides a clear view of the development of the MODIS LAI/FPAR products and valuable information for scholars to
broaden their research fields.

1. Introduction

Leaf area index (LAI) is defined as the one-sided green leaf
area per unit ground horizontal area for broadleaf canopies
and as the projected needle leaf area for coniferous canopies
[1]. The fraction of photosynthetically active radiation
(FPAR) is defined as the fraction of incident photosyntheti-
cally active radiation (in the range of 400-700 nm) absorbed
by the green elements of a vegetation canopy under specified
illumination conditions [2–5]. Both the LAI and FPAR are
expressed as a nondimensional value. LAI gives the number
of square meters of leaf material per square meter of ground,

and FPAR measures the fraction of the incoming solar radi-
ation at the top of the vegetation canopy that contributes to
the photosynthetic activity of plants [6]. LAI and FPAR are
key parameters that describe the vegetation canopy structure
and its energy absorption capacity [7]. They are of great sig-
nificance in most ecosystem productivity, climate, hydrolog-
ical, biogeochemical, and ecological models [1, 8], supporting
studies on energy or mass (e.g., water and CO2) flux dynam-
ics [7]. LAI plays important roles in models describing
vegetation-atmosphere interactions, representing processes
such as photosynthesis, respiration, and rain interception,
that couple vegetation to the climate system through the
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radiation, carbon, and water cycles [6]. FPAR is a primary
variable controlling the photosynthetic activity of plants
and therefore is an indicator of the intensity of the terres-
trial carbon cycle [6], playing a key role in diagnostic ter-
restrial carbon models known as production efficiency
models (PEMs) used to calculate gross and net primary
productivity (GPP/NPP) [9–13]. Changes in FPAR have
been used as indicators of desertification and to monitor
the productivity of agricultural, forest, and natural ecosys-
tems [14]. Both LAI and FPAR have been recognized as
two of the essential climate variables for the Global Cli-
mate Observing System (GCOS) (https://gcos.wmo.int/en/
essential-climate-variables) of the United Nations [15].

Remote sensing (RS) is incomparable in providing fast
and wide-range area observations. With the growing number
of earth observation satellites, RS has facilitated a continuous
growth of LAI/FPAR-related research [16–18]. The two sat-
ellites carrying Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradi-
ometers (MODIS) were successfully launched in 1999 and
2002, respectively. Their advantages of clear theoretical basis,
relatively high spatiotemporal resolution, and free access pol-
icy contributed to making the MODIS LAI/FPAR products
one of the most widely used LAI/FPAR products. MODIS
LAI/FPAR are stage 3 standard land data products, which
can be obtained free of charge from the Land Processes Dis-
tributed Active Archive Center (LP DAAC https://ladsweb
.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/search/). They have undergone iter-
ative updates from collection 4 (C4) to collection 6 (C6). C6
products have a spatial resolution of 500m and a temporal
resolution of 4 (MCD) or 8 (MOD and MYD) days. The
MODIS official algorithm retrieves LAI/FPAR with a look-
up table (LUT) inversion strategy based on the theory of
three-dimensional radiative transfer (3D RT) and stochastic
radiative transfer (SRT) [19–21]. A detailed description of
the MODIS LAI/FPAR algorithm can be found in references
[1, 22, 23]. The validity and reliability of the MODIS LAI/F-
PAR products have been empirically validated [2, 16, 20, 21,
24–28]. The root mean square error (RMSE) of the latest ver-
sion (C6) is 0.66, which is close to the target accuracy (±0.5)
required by the GCOS [27]. There have been numerous rele-
vant studies based on MODIS LAI/FPAR over the past two
decades. For instance, Xiao et al. used these products to track
canopy recovery rates and trajectory after fire, confirming the
value of MODIS LAI/FPAR in fire assessment [29]. Myneni
et al. used them to detect large seasonal swings in the leaf area
of Amazon rainforests, setting a great example for using
MODIS LAI/FPAR to investigate the correlation between
LAI/FPAR and changes in regard to climatic, hydrological,
and biogeochemical cycles [30]. Mu et al. developed a global
evapotranspiration (ET) algorithm using MODIS LAI as a
scalar for estimating canopy conductance [31]. Fang et al.
usedMODIS LAI to estimate corn yield, and the result agreed
very well with statistical data, laying the foundation of crop
estimation through assimilation of remotely sensed data with
a crop growth model [32]. In addition to applying the data to
various fields of research, the official MODIS algorithm has
also given impetus to many other studies [33–36].

A phase summary is often compiled after a series of
research achievements and is accomplished through review

papers. Review papers that organize methods, algorithms,
products, and applications of a research field or a discipline
play an important role in advancing it. In the research field
of LAI/FPAR, Weiss et al. reviewed techniques used to derive
LAI and leaf inclination angle from gap fraction measure-
ments and discussed sampling strategies based on LAI mea-
surements in various canopies [37]. Fang et al. provided a
comprehensive overview of LAI field measurements and
remote sensing estimation methods, product validation
methods and product uncertainties, and the application of
LAI in global studies [38]. Yan et al. comprehensively
reviewed the temporal development, theoretical framework,
and issues of indirect LAI measurements, followed by current
methods, instruments, and platforms [39]. We find that
existing review papers related to LAI/FPAR are mainly about
the whole research field rather than focused on one specific
product, challenging the evaluation of the detailed contribu-
tion of individual products. It is also impractical to review the
literature manually to quantify research achievements. In
recent years, bibliometrics (or scientometrics) has provided
a solution for this problem. Bibliometrics is a relatively new
statistical technique that has been widely applied to the eval-
uation of the academic level and research trends of many dis-
ciplines [40–47]. It is a quantitative analysis method that
integrates mathematics, statistics, and literature studies to
calculate statistical summaries and visually analyze the liter-
ature [48–50]. This method has been applied to analyzing
research fields ranging from a specific topic to the entire dis-
cipline [50–53]. Through a literature information analysis
and a variety of bibliometric indicators, the overall layout of
research hotspots, frontier dynamics, and development
trends in a field or a discipline can be quantitatively reflected
[48]. Based on objective data and broadly used statistical
methods, bibliometrics is less prone to omissions and subjec-
tivity. The bibliometric method allows the visualization of
indicators, citation trajectories, and research trends, which
can turn massive and confusing information into meaningful
and clear knowledge. This method helps readers to quickly
obtain the up-to-date status of a field.

On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the MODIS
LAI/FPAR products, we aim to understand how research
grants have been related to these products and to quantify
the disciplines that benefited fromMODIS LAI/FPAR during
the past two decades. Discipline interactions can be regarded
as interdisciplinary attributes. Connections among disci-
plines contribute to research ideas or help a research area
extend to other research fields. There is currently no biblio-
metric evaluation of the history and status of the studies that
used MODIS LAI/FPAR products. Therefore, this paper
sought to fill this gap by developing a bibliometric analysis
to summarize the progress of this research area over the past
two decades and present an objective history development,
applications, and research hotspots of the MODIS LAI/FPAR
products. Based on literature from the Web of Science
(WOS) core database and funding data from the retrieved lit-
erature, with the help of CiteSpace [54] and HistCite [55]
software, we drew partnership maps of countries and institu-
tions, a discipline map, a keyword co-occurrence map, and a
timeline view of the MODIS LAI/FPAR products. We used
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statistical metrics, social network analysis (SNA), burst
detection, and cluster analysis. Modularity and Betweenness
Centrality Degree (BCD) were used as indicators of SNA,
and burst strength was used to measure the burst citation
of a publication. Our findings can help the scientific commu-
nity master the research dynamics, improve the framework
of LAI/FPAR research field, and build links among different
disciplines.

2. Materials and Methods

This study was divided into four parts: data collection, data-
base construction, data analysis, and results interpretation
(Figure 1). In the process of data collection, the literature data
was retrieved from the WOS core database. The literature
data were carefully and manually screened. We imported
the “clean data” into HistCite [55] and CiteSpace [54] soft-
ware to establish a local literature database. In HistCite and
CiteSpace, we conducted publication volume analysis, cluster
atlas analysis, burst citation analysis, and timeline view anal-
ysis. Finally, based on the results obtained in the previous
steps, we interpreted the types of publications, discipline
involvement, cocitations, and research hotspots.

2.1. Search Strategy and Data Sources. We selected articles
and reviews from the core database in WOS. The search for-
mula is “WOS: TS = MODIS LAI OR TS = MODIS “LEAF
AREA INDEX” OR TS= MOD15 OR TS = MCD15 OR
TS = MYD15 OR TS =MODIS FPAR) AND Languages:
(English) AND Types: (Article OR Review).” The search
period was between January 1, 1995, and July 15, 2020.
A total of 1498 publications were retrieved.

In the literature prereading and retrieval step, we found
that many publications only mentioned the MODIS LAI/F-
PAR data in the introduction or mentioned previous studies

that used MODIS LAI/FPAR data instead of the literature
itself using the data. Also, there were some publications that
used MODIS data for LAI inversion and with no MODIS
LAI/FPAR products for comparison. However, this paper
only concerns about studies that used MODIS LAI/FPAR
datasets or algorithms. Therefore, in order to avoid the
impact of data mixing on the analysis results, we carefully
cleaned the filtered data by reading the abstracts, data use,
and results descriptions.

After elaborated data cleaning, 905 publications were left.
Among these publications, 2020’s (32 papers) were not used
for trend analysis because the records were not complete for
the year when we retrieved the data. The dataset containing
these 905 publications can be download from https://github
.com/DongxiaoZou/Bibliometrics-Data/blob/main/
download_All.txt.

2.2. Bibliometric Methods and Analytical Tools. This paper
starts with the trends of funding, basic bibliometric metrics,
coauthorship, discipline interactions, hotspots transforma-
tion, and algorithm development of the MODIS LAI/FPAR
research. The methods and tools used in this paper are as
follows.

2.2.1. Funding Information Acquisition.We obtained funding
data from the retrieved literature data in the “FU” field. Detail
funding data is attached to Table S1 in supplementary
materials. By visualizing the annual amount of money and
number of funding, we obtained the variations of research
period of different countries as a reference.

2.2.2. Basic Bibliometric Metric Analysis. Based on biblio-
metrics, this paper conducted data analysis on the literature
related to the MODIS LAI/FPAR. The analysis of basic met-
rics was conducted with CiteSpace [54] and HistCite software
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the identification of bibliometric elements.
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[55]. The basic statistics in this paper included number of
publications by year, institute, country, and journal. These
descriptive statistics draw an overall picture of the research
using MODIS LAI/FPAR or its algorithms.

2.2.3. Core Research Country/Institution and Collaboration
Mining. To analyze coauthor networks, we conducted a
social network analysis (SNA). Known as a type of structural
analysis, SNA is a quantitative method that considers the
interdependence of individuals. It can intuitively display the
overall structure of the network, the position of individuals
in the network, and the relationship with other individuals
[56]. SNA is widely used in data mining, knowledge manage-
ment, data visualization, information dissemination, and
others [57].

In a network, every node represents a country or an insti-
tution; an edge between two nodes represents a coauthorship
between the two countries or two institutions. The thicker the
edge, the stronger their collaboration relationship, which
means that their coauthored publications are more numer-
ous. Here, we used density, modularity (Q), and Betweenness
Centrality Degree (BCD) as parameters to describe the ele-
ments of a network.

The density of a social network is defined as the actual
number of relationships divided by the theoretical maximum
number of relationships [58], representing the count of con-
nections among points, which to some degree measures the
complexity and completeness of the network. In an undi-
rected network, the density of a network is described as the
following Eq. (1) [58].

density = 2m
n n − 1ð Þ , ð1Þ

where m represents the actual number of the relationships
(i.e., the number of lines), and n represents the nodes in the
network. Networks in this paper are all undirected.

In a network with a density of one, every individual has a
connection to the others. On the contrary, individuals have
no relationship with others in a network with a density of
0. In conclusion, a network with better density has fewer sin-
gle points. Research showed that when the density is greater
than 0.1, the network is sufficiently complete to carry enough
data size, and the maximum density does not exceed 0.5 in an
actual network [59].

Modularity (Q) is a metric that measures the strength of
the network community structure, i.e., the degree of cluster-
ing among the nodes in the network [60, 61]. The number
of inner lines contained in a cluster positively correlates to
the Q value and the clustering effect. The Q can be described
as the following Eq. (2) [42, 60].

Q = 1
2m〠

ij

Aij −
kikj
2m

� �
δ ci, cj
� �

: ð2Þ

In Eq. (2), m represents the edges that exist in the whole
network, ki represents the weight of all the connecting edges,
and δðci, cjÞ is used to tag whether the ith and jth nodes

belong to one group, in which 1 stands for true and 0 for
false. The Q ranges from 0 to 1 [62], and when it is greater
than 0.3, the cluster structure can be considered significant
[60]. This value works the same in the network of disciplines
and co-citations.

BCD in a network represents the control index of an indi-
vidual over other individuals. The BCD is defined as the fol-
lowing Eq. (3) [45].

BCD nodeið Þ = 〠
i≠j≠k

ρjk ið Þ
ρjk

: ð3Þ

In Eq. (3), ρjk stands for the number of shortest paths
between node j and node k, and ρjkðiÞ is the number of those
paths that pass through node i.

One pivotal point with high BCD is highlighted with a
purple ring in a visualized network. In the cooperative rela-
tionship, BCD depends on the number of times that the
authors jointly complete the same document. The author’s
country and institution contribute to the BCD of national
and institutional cooperation, respectively. It means that
BCD here depends on how many times the authors cooper-
ate. A stronger BCD indicates closer cooperation and con-
nection between the countries and the institutions.

2.2.4. Discipline Network Building. The SNA method pro-
vides informative visualizations that can show the connec-
tions among disciplines in an area of research. The rules
and metrics of SNA mentioned above are also appropriate
in this analysis. BCD of one discipline here measures the con-
nectivity to other disciplines. There are two types of nodes
that may have high BCD: (1) hub nodes that are highly con-
nected to other nodes and (2) nodes located between clusters.
The latter is more likely to lead to emerging trends than the
former, which means that a discipline with high BCD may
generate new research directions [41].

Discipline connections can be better visualized through
the discipline social network. In this paper, we draw a social
network of disciplines with CiteSpace. A social network of
disciplines mainly shows the disciplines of all the publica-
tions involved, connections between disciplines, and the
strengths of the connections. It can indicate future possible
research directions of the MODIS LAI/FPAR.

2.2.5. Key Topics and Reference Detection. We used keyword
cooccurrence, cocitation timeline view, and burst detection
to show the hotspots and their transformation in this
research area. The keyword cluster is defined as the group
of keywords with a close relationship, while the cocitation
cluster is defined as the group of the publications with similar
citations (indicating that these publications are likely to share
similar research content thus specifying the research
domain) [61]. The two kinds of clusters may share common
aspects, thus allowing us to infer hotspots. Their transforma-
tion can show the track of hotspots. In hotspots detection,
high-frequency keywords, high citation literature, and burst
literature are paid more attention.
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Cocitation analysis is the most informative part of the
bibliometric analysis; it can show highly cited papers in
related fields and indicate research progress and migration.
Detecting explosive references allows identifying key publica-
tions for scholars who want to quickly and comprehensively
understand the research progress of the field.

Based on the papers published between January 1995 and
July 2020, using one year as the time interval unit, we selected
the top 60 citations in every year, constructed the cocitation
network of that year, and then synthesized the per-year net-
work into a clustering map. With time on the vertical axis
and cluster on the horizontal axis, the documents in each
cluster were sorted by publication time to provide a timeline
view. Frequency directly indicates the citation counts of one
publication. In this case, BCD measures the significance of
a publication to other research.

We also used burst detection to monitor the prominent
literature. The algorithm for detecting emergence in Cite-
Space is Kleinberg’s burst monitoring algorithm [63]. The
algorithm aims to perform explosive monitoring of data
streams by means of text data mining and can extract mean-
ingful structural points from huge datasets, identifying those
that have led to high growth of related topics over a period
[63]. In this article, this structural point is expressed as an
explosive citation in a certain period, which drives a research
hotspot and a rapid development of a subfield of literature.
The burst strength is used to quantify the impact of the liter-
ature in a certain period. In a period of burst time t1 to t2, the
burst strength is defined as Eq. (4) [63].

Burst Strength = 〠
t2

t1

σ 0, rt , dtð Þ − σ 1, rt , dtð Þð Þ, ð4Þ

where rt represents the relevant documents out of a total of dt in
the tth batch, and σði, rt , dtÞ stands for a cost of the automaton.

2.2.6. Algorithm Development Trace. To analyze the MODIS
LAI/FPAR algorithm trajectory and identify the research
output during the algorithm developing process, we con-
ducted cluster analysis and burst detection. The main algo-
rithm of MODIS LAI/FPAR products is based on 3D RT
and SRT theories. We selected SRT, 3D RT, and spectral
invariants related words as keywords, then filtered the non-
relevant literature by taking the intersection with the search
result of vegetation or canopy, retrieving 134 publications.
The search was conducted using the formula “WOS: (TS=
(( “stochastic radiative transfer” OR SRT OR “3D radiative
transfer” OR “three dimension radiative transfer” OR “Pho-
ton Recollision Probability” OR “p-theory “ OR “p theory”
OR “Spectral Invariance” OR “Spectral Invariants” OR
“Spectral Invariant”) AND (vegetation OR canopy)))AND
Languages:(English) AND Types: (Article OR Review).”
The search period was between January 1, 1995, and July
15, 2020. After manual examination and removing irrelevant
data, 109 publications were left in our dataset. The dataset
containing these 109 publications can be download from
https://github.com/DongxiaoZou/Bibliometrics-Data/blob/
main/download_3.6.txt.

3. Results

3.1. Funding Analysis.Detailed foundation data is attached to
Table S1 in supplementary materials. Generally, we found
that the number of funding reported from the literature of
China grants greatly exceeded that of other countries
(Figure 2). The reason for this phenomenon may be related
to the fact that China started relatively late in this research
area, and the government paid more and more attention to
scientific research in the 21st century. The peak of China in
2009 may be connected to the releasing of a new collection
of the MODIS LAI/FPAR products (C5). The decline in
investment after this peak may be caused by the maturity of
the instruments, algorithms, and applications. With a slight
fluctuation, the funding trend of the US had been generally
decreasing. The trends in other countries were not obvious.
The investments may have fluctuated with the budget and
the research cycle.

3.2. Basic Bibliometric Analysis

3.2.1. Country and Institution Distribution. To clarify the
publication trend of different countries, we drew Figure 3
with a one-year interval. It can be seen that the publication
volume of the MODIS LAI/FPAR in the US, China, and
Europe shows an increasing trend, while the publication of
other countries shows a fluctuation with a slight increase
overall. The total multiyear average growth rate of publica-
tion is about 24.9%. The US was the first country to start
the research in this field, while China, Europe, and other
countries started around 2005 or 2006. China started late,
but since 2011, the volume of publications has been surging,
and even the growth rate was far higher than that of the US.
In 2009, the total number of publications from the US was
121, while that of China was only 26. Ten years later, in
2019, the number of publications of the US was 376 (covering
35% of the total publications), while that of China was 332
(31%). In 2015, China peaked with 85 publications, and the
US peaked with 72. Four out of 10 top publishing institutions
came from China. They are CAS, BNU, UCAS, and PKU,
which rank first, second, fourth, and ninth, respectively.
Overall, China accounted for over 60% of the total publica-
tions according to Figure 4.

3.2.2. Journal Distribution. Table 1 shows the top 15 journals
publishing the MODIS LAI/FPAR literature, as well as their
Total Local Citation Score (TLCS), Total Global Citation
Score (TGCS), Impact Factor (IF), and h-index. The TLCS
stands for a peer-reviewed situation, while the TGCS reflects
the influences of this area on other research areas. “Agricul-
tural and Forest Meteorology” shared almost the same TLCS
and TGCS with “Remote Sensing” while its recs was only
one-third of that of “Remote Sensing.” The “IEEE Transac-
tions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing” ranked fifth and
with fewer publications while with higher TLCS and TGCS.
The recs of “Journal of Geophysical Research-Atmospheres”
was only 25 while its TLCS was as high as 307, and TGCS
was 1474. The “Remote Sensing” journal had published rela-
tively more papers but with less impact as a new journal
[42]. Besides, journals in disciplines like geology, geophysics,
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hydrology, and meteorology had also published numerous
literature closely related to MODIS LAI/FPAR.

3.3. Coauthorship of Communities. The coauthor network
reveals the social connections in the scientific community
of this research area. There were 179 connection pairs among
31 countries and 519 connection pairs among 149 institu-
tions (Figure 5). The density of the coauthorship country net-
work was 0.3849, and that of the coauthorship institution
network was 0.0417. This indicated a close relationship
among the cooperating countries and a relatively disperse
relationship among the cooperating institutions.

The higher the country in (c) or the institution position
in (d) of Figure 5, the larger the output of this community.
Countries or institutions closer to the right had better BCD.
We found that the USA had the most publications and the
highest BCD. This means that, apart from publishing most
of the publications, the USA in this research area had very
broad cooperation relationships all over the world. China’s
output ranked second while China’s BCD was lower than
that of Spain, even though the output of China was far
beyond Spain’s. As for institutions, CAS had conspicuously
more publications and higher BCD than other institutions.
Meanwhile, although its output was larger than that of
NASA, the BCD of UMD was not comparable to NASA’s.
We note that NASA showed broad cooperation and influence
all over the world.

3.4. Discipline Interactions. There were 107 pairs of interdis-
ciplinary and mutual application relationships among these
25 disciplines. The overall map density was 0.3567, indicating
that the interdisciplinary relationships were relatively close.
Environmental sciences and ecology ranked the first with a
BCD of 0.52, which mean that they represented a huge
“bridge” to other disciplines that connected broad research
areas. Accounting for about one-third of the research fre-
quency in the collected data, the application of the MODIS
LAI/FPAR in environmental sciences and ecology had
become very common. Moreover, new branches area of
research may produce from it.

However, the current applications and research mainly
lie in the fields with a strong correlation with the nature of
LAI/FPAR, e.g., ecology, environmental science, agriculture,
forestry, and water resources. Besides, the existing research
hotspots, the fields of extensible applications, and research
are rather broad. In terms of the information from the disci-
pline network, the MODIS LAI/FPAR products now have
been well applied in many research areas and intersected
with several kinds of fields and disciplines. The field of engi-
neering has an indirect connection with agriculture (indirect
connection means two nodes are connected through one or
more intermediate nodes). We can know accordingly that
there is research related to agricultural mechanization. A lit-
tle branch of “Agricultural Engineering” stretching from
“Agriculture, Multidisciplinary” makes evidence for that.
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Figure 2: The annual number of funding reported from the literature. Annual funding data was from the “FU” field in retrieved literature, and
the absence of the “FU” field in literature data made the margin in this figure before 2008. UK is short for the United Kingdom. Except for
European Community’s Seventh Framework Program, other programs were sorted through countries.
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For example, Schirrmann et al. [65] introduced a new mobile
sensor called Canopy Meter designed for determining LAI
while driving over the field. It was the determination of LAI
via proximal sensing that supports decision-making pro-
cesses in precision agriculture and improves biophysical
modeling. Experiment results showed that the new proximal
sensor represented by Canopy Meter was full of potential to
serve for precision agriculture. According to Figure 6, vegeta-
tion coverage and types influenced biodiversity conservation.
The connections among geophysics, remote sensing, instru-
mentation, etc. may have a close relationship to radiative
transfer studies, algorithms improvement, or sensors upgrad-
ing. As for algorithms, the network showed us a prospect in

machine learning and artificial intelligence. The discipline
of “Water Resources” had relatively strong connections to
oceanography and limnology, with a relatively weak connec-
tion to “Environmental Sciences & Ecology.” This connec-
tion may be strengthened in the future because of the
products used in soil and water conservation as well as the
connections between groundwater and vegetation. Detailed
publications in each discipline have been stored in https://
github.com/DongxiaoZou/Bibliometrics-Data/blob/main/
Discipline.xlsx.

Moreover, researchers may rethink the connections
between the MODIS LAI/FPAR not only with natural phe-
nomena but also social phenomena. The tilting towards
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Table 1: Top 15 journals publishing papers on the research of MODIS LAI/FPAR.

Journal Recs TLCS TGCS IF h-index

1 Remote Sensing of Environment 166 2322 15169 9.626 238

2 Remote Sensing 104 158 1483 5.001 81

3 International Journal of Remote Sensing 54 180 975 2.712 151

4 Agricultural and Forest Meteorology 49 190 1498 5.142 144

5 IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing 44 724 2197 6.032 216

6 International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation 30 73 471 5.391 76

7 Journal of Geophysical Research-Atmospheres 25 307 1474 4.349 #N/A

8 IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing 22 44 260 3.909 64

9 Journal of Geophysical Research Biogeosciences 20 33 1368 4.225 #N/A

10 Journal of Hydrology 17 26 421 2.137 192

11 ISPRS Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 13 19 212 8.597 110

12 Journal of Applied Remote Sensing 12 0 114 1.301 39

13 Biogeosciences 11 24 244 4.194 106

14 Sensors 11 21 432 3.427 132

15 Journal of Hydrometeorology 10 19 171 4.767 104
∗Recs represents the literature count published in the journal. Total Local Citation Score (TLCS) represents the cited times in the collection of retrieved
literature (905). Total Global Citation Score (TGCS) represents the cited times in the whole Web of Science (WOS) database. Impact Factor (IF) is a five-
year IF from the Journal Citation Reports (JCR) of 2019. h-index is from Google Scholar Metrics, which means there are h publications with at least h
citations in this journal, and it is not influenced by extreme values such as an average [64].
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socioeconomic applications indicated that this discipline
development trend and application demands were in line
with more mature products. For example, scientists could
not only conduct zoological and biological research in con-
junction with the livable conditions and habitats of animals
[66] but also conduct economic and social studies related to
urban development and socioeconomic indicators [67, 68].
With economic development, policies, and education, there
had been a global greening trend [69]. Using the MODIS
LAI/FPAR for greenness change detection, talking with the
changes of a political idea may lead to a connection with pol-
icy. Talking with the “Desert Planting Green Plan” pushed by
Alipay may lead to a connection with economics subjects.
Talking with the conception transformation in a new gener-
ation may lead to a connection with pedagogical subjects, etc.
There is great potential or even it can lead to a new revolution
when we combine different research fields.

3.5. Important Research Topics and References

3.5.1. Keyword Analysis. The coword (feature words or key-
words) map is important for analyzing research hotspots
and the evolution of hotspots. It can provide prior knowledge
for related domain knowledge and cocitation analysis.

The analysis of the keyword co-occurrence mapping
knowledge domain yielded a total of 288 keywords. The top
15 keywords are presented in Figure 7, where each square
represents a keyword. Except for LAI, MODIS, and FPAR,
all the other terms are high-frequency keywords. Among
them, the term “evapotranspiration” had the highest BCD
of 0.17; the term “forest” had the second highest BCD of
0.11. A high BCD keyword node often represents the turning
point in the research evolutionary path and the start of a new
research subfield [42]. Clustering of the keywords produced
nine clusters, which is shown in Table 2.

The keyword cluster tags were generated based on the
keywords of literature and the log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
algorithm [70]. The tags indicate research hotspots and
high-frequency research regions to some extent and provide
prior knowledge for the cocitation analysis to be carried out

below. For example, cluster “3# Central Asia” indicated that
central Asia was a high-frequency research region in the field.
Cluster “8# Ecosystem Modeling” indicated that the main
discipline involved was ecology.

3.5.2. Cocitation Analysis

(1) Cluster Analysis. In cocitation clustering, some publica-
tions were “recalled” back to the clusters by CiteSpace auto-
matically since they shared citation relationships with other
publications in our dataset. The collection contained 834
publications according to clusters generated settings in
2.2.5, i.e., selecting the top 60 most cited rather than all the
publications for each year in our collection to generate the
cluster map. The cluster labels were generated from the
built-in algorithms [70, 90, 91] of CiteSpace. We applied
the above three algorithms to the title, abstract, and keyword
of the literature. We selected the top 50 most cited or
occurred items from each slice to generate reference tags.
Optimal tags on the right in Figure 8 were selected based
on the labels generated by the above steps. The cluster num-
bers were renamed from 1 to 16 for easier correspondence.
Figure 8 shows the biggest 16 clusters with their labels
attached to the right “1# Long-term LAI product,” “2#
GPP,” “3# Validation,” “4# Crop Growth Model,” “5# Flux
Tower,” “6# Radiative Transfer,” “7# Evapotranspiration,”
“8# Phenology,” “9# Lidar,” “10# Land Surface Variable,”
“11# Deciduous Forest,” “12# PROSAIL model,” “13# Real-
time Inversion,” “14# Crop Phenology,” “15# Terrestrial
Photosynthesis,” and “16# Vegetation Water Content.”
There is no clear distinction between clusters. They can be
summarized into three types: validation, algorithm and
modeling, and application. For better visual clarity, Pisek
et al. [82] in cluster “3# Validation” and Wang et al. [75] in
cluster “6# Radiative Transfer” are not shown in Figure 8.
The modularity Q value of citation clustering was 0.7138,
indicating that a good clustering effect and the directions
indicated by the clusters can be considered as a reference. Lit-
erature with a citation burst usually leads to a new research
hotspot in a certain period. If a cluster contains many nodes

Year
2020

1995

Figure 6: Major research areas and connections. Rings represent the years the discipline involved, i.e., a discipline’s first appearance, its
frequency in other years will add up to the year ring of the original circle, and the thickness of every ring positively correlates to the
discipline’s frequency of that year. The label size and the node size are positively related to the area involved years and frequency. Circles
in purple mean high BCD. A thicker connecting line indicates a stronger correlation between the connecting disciplines.
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and shows a strong citation burst, then the research direction
of this cluster can be regarded as a field hotspot. Figure 9
shows the references with citation bursts that lasted for at
least three years; literature that did not use MODIS LAI/F-
PAR was removed from the list. We here elaborate on the five
clusters that show a citation burst (indicated by red nodes)
with the assistance of the citation bursts list shown in
Figure 9.

(i) Cluster #1 (Long-term LAI product): the time span
of this cluster is from about 2006 to 2018, and the
main research results of this cluster are concentrated
from 2009 to 2016. It indicates the scholar’s work
and efforts in improving the length of the time series.
Fang et al. conducted validation of the global
MOD15 C4, MOD15 C5, and MCD15 C5 products
using global field measurement data and confirmed

the usability of MODIS C5 [26]. C6 was released
and distributed free of charge to the public from
August 2015. Its RMSE decreased from 0.80 of C5
down to 0.66. The improvement benefitted from bet-
ter quality input data according to the comprehen-
sive evaluation of the new collection of the MODIS
LAI/FPAR products (MOD15A2H) through valida-
tion with field measurements, intercomparison with
other LAI/FPAR products, and comparison with cli-
mate variables in Yan et al. [27]. With the broadly
validated MODIS LAI/FPAR, Xiao et al. used gen-
eral regression neural networks to generate the
GLASS LAI product with a trusted data source,
which is a relatively long-term LAI product [85].
Two years later, Xiao et al. improved the previous
method and assessed the quality and accuracy to
confirm the usability of the GLASS LAI product
[89]. This successful attempt in data generation
and data improvement has laid the data basis for
the subsequent research. The validation of the
MODIS LAI/FPAR products made them a reference
to other research areas. As one of the most broadly
used LAI products, MODIS LAI/FPAR products
were also used for evaluating other LAI products or
used as one of the inputs for other algorithms [4,
87, 88]. Among these validations, Yan et al. used cli-
mate variables to explain the interannual variations
of LAI/FPAR, which set an example of a novel
approach in indirectly evaluating these products
[27]. In the meantime, researchers have paid more
attention to the time integrity of LAI/FPAR prod-
ucts, especially for global climate change studies

(ii) Cluster #2 (GPP): the main outbreak time span of
this cluster is from 1998 to 2012. The important
publications in this cluster are Turner et al. and

Table 2: Keyword cluster list.

# Cluster

0 Eddy covariance data

1 Existing product

2 Vegetation water content

3 Central Asia

4 Data-model comparison

5 Rice crop yield

6 Satellite measurement

7 Multiple sensor

8 Ecosystem modeling
∗The cluster label with the number 0 to 8 means that the keyword capacity
decreases from large to small, namely, the 0# cluster contains the most
keywords, and the 8# cluster contains the least.
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Running et al., both with a burst strength of about 10
[11, 71]. In this set of studies, the MODIS LAI/FPAR
products were mainly used for primary productivity
estimation. The cluster label implies that the studies
were related to monitoring ecosystem dynamics with
GPP retrieved from MODIS LAI/FPAR products.
Additionally, inputting different LAI datasets into
an ecosystem model to estimate GPP (or ET) can
also be a way to validate the quality of different
LAI products [92, 93].

(iii) Cluster #3 (Validation): the duration of this cluster is
from 1998 to 2013 with numerous milestone studies
during the period 2002 to 2008. Most of the research
in this cluster is field verification, algorithm evalua-
tion, and validation of LAI/FPAR products. This
cluster represents the research directions that focus
on the validity and suitability of the products. Cohen
et al. made a quality assessment of 2000/2001 provi-
sional MODIS products for four sites in North
America, evaluated both the MODIS land cover
product quality and MODIS LAI product quality in
2003 [76]. In the following year, Fensholt et al. eval-
uated the MODIS LAI/FPAR and the relation
between FAPAR and NDVI in a semiarid environ-

ment using in situ measurements [79]. In the same
year, Wang et al. evaluated the MODIS LAI algo-
rithm at a coniferous forest site in Finland [78]. In
2008, Garrigues et al. investigated the performances
of four major global LAI products at 1/11.2° spatial
sampling and a monthly time step, MODIS C4
(main algorithm, from MODIS/TERRA) included
[83]. In a complete life cycle of LAI products, valida-
tion is always one of the most important links. Effec-
tive validation over one product can help it avoid
becoming “data trash” and make researchers exploit
its applicability. Therefore, LAI validation infra-
structure, analysis, and use of extensive validation
stations with high acceptance are of significance.
Validations over heterogeneous surfaces and sloped
terrains are also still in demand

(iv) Cluster #6 (Radiative Transfer): The time span of
this cluster is from 1992 to 2008 according to the
timeline view; it belongs to a relatively early research
cluster. The cluster captures the efforts on improving
models to retrieve precise LAI estimates within a
certain period. It has a close relationship with the
“12# PROSAIL model” through citation. The
PROSAIL model is a model that couples the
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Figure 8: A timeline view of MODIS LAI/FPAR publications. Splines linking two nodes in the figure indicates that there is a cocitation
relationship between both nodes. The larger nodes correspond to the years with more citations, and the thickness of every ring is
positively correlated to the number of citations of that year. The red nodes are the detected bursts in literature. The time increases from
left to right by year. The publication year gradually increases from purple to yellow, purple published first, blue later than green, and
yellow published latest. GPP means gross primary productivity.
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“PROSPECT” model and the “SAIL” model [94],
which is an important model in the vegetation radi-
ative transfer model. In this cluster, Myneni et al.
had a seven-year outbreak with a burst strength of
9.8 [72]. This paper proposed an algorithm for the
estimation of LAI and FAPAR from atmospherically
corrected NDVI observations [72]. Although it did
not directly use MODIS LAI/FPAR data, it provided
an algorithm basis for the MODIS LAI/FPAR prod-
ucts’ production. Knyazikhin et al. inversed the radi-
ative transfer model with a LUT [73, 74]. He
retrieved LAI and FPAR from canopy reflectance
data provided by the MISR and MODIS instru-
ments. These studies have laid the research founda-
tion for countless scholars who study radiation
transmission and LAI retrieval. The paper by
Myneni et al. has the strongest burst strength of all
the burst literature [1]. Its citation burst lasted from
2003 to 2010, and the outbreak lasted seven years.
This literature evaluated the performance of the
MODIS LAI/FPAR algorithm and verified the
LAI/FPAR products, proving the high performance
and credibility of its algorithm and products. At

the same time, users were informed of the uncer-
tainties of the algorithm and products, which played
a positive role in promoting the use of MODIS
LAI/FPAR products

(v) Cluster #7 (Evapotranspiration): The time span of
this cluster is from 2001 to 2017. This label coincides
with the high-frequency and high BCD keyword
“Evapotranspiration”, which is a major application
field of the MODIS LAI/FPAR products. Using the
MODIS LAI/FPAR products to calculate evapotrans-
piration has been a long-lasting research hotspot that
contributed to both land and water management, to
optimize limited water supplies as well as to reduce
the cost of irrigation projects. In 2011, Mu et al.
showed an 11.7 strength [86]. This paper identified
problems in the ET algorithm in Mu et al. [31], and
improved the earlier algorithm. The authors
improved the MODIS global terrestrial evapotranspi-
ration algorithmwithMOD15A2 FPAR as vegetation
cover fraction data to partition the net radiation
between the canopy and the soil surface. This
improved MODIS ET algorithm was submitted to
NASA and the dataset was updated through 2010
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Morisette JT, 2006
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Figure 9: References with citation bursts of at least three years [1, 2, 4, 11, 21, 24–26, 31, 71–89]. A circle, triangle, or square in front
of the publications indicates that the publications belong to algorithm or modeling, verification, and application types, respectively.
Every publication is published at the beginning of the blue line. The red segments represent the explosive citation period; one
segment represents one year. A thicker line indicates a higher burst strength. The burst literature is highlighted in the timeline
map with red nodes.
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Other clusters show additional research applications
based on the MODIS LAI/FPAR products. For example,
“5# Flux Tower” and “0# Eddy Covariance Data” in the key-
word clusters indicate a high correlation in the MODIS
LAI/FPAR products with ecological studies. The literature
in cluster “4# Crop Growth Model” and “14# Crop Phenol-
ogy” together with the keyword cluster “5# Rice Crop Yield”
indicates that the MODIS LAI/FPAR products are of great
significance in food crop production estimation.

(2) Research Evolution Analysis. Looking at the timeline of
research clustering, we can speculate the migration of research
hotspots. We used 2007 as the separation time point. Before
2007, “2# GPP,” “6# Radiative Transfer,” “10# Land Surface
Variable,” “11# Deciduous Forest,” and “16# Vegetation
Water Content” clusters show aggregation. After 2007, the
clusters including “1# Long-term LAI product,” “4# Crop
Growth Model,” “5# Flux Tower,” “9# Lidar,” “12# PROSAIL
Model,” “13# Real-time Inversion,” “14# Crop Phenology,”
and “15# Terrestrial Photosynthesis” show relative aggrega-
tion. Clusters “3# Validation” and “8# Phenology” span a long
timeline and do not take 2007 as an obvious dividing line.

The development of the MODIS LAI/FPAR products
may follow the four stages of a scientific discipline according
to Shneider et al. [95]. A specialty may experience the initial
conceptualization stage, the growth of research capabilities
through the flourishing of research tools, the expansion stage
when researchers apply their methods to subject domains
beyond the original research problems, and the final stage
of decay [41, 95].

We found that at the very beginning most of the publica-
tions were about algorithms research. To estimate LAI and
FPARmore accurately, researchers perfected the models over
and over. It is not surprising that early studies focused on the
initialization of sensors and algorithms, which helps data
acquisition. As the models improved enough, applications
more closely connected to the nature of LAI and FPAR have
appeared, and some algorithms for these applications have
been developed. For a period, LAI/FPAR models and appli-
cation algorithms have been perfected, and new applications
have been derived. Afterward, with the tools and instruments
established, there has been a gradual shift to holistic studies,
algorithms upgrades, and MODIS LAI/FPAR product
upgrades. As the data demands increased, researchers
focused on data quality and generating LAI products with
long time series, better temporal continuity, and spatial com-
pleteness. In this process, validations of algorithms and prod-
ucts prevailed. Some researchers worked on validation to
improve the applicability of the data and to makes the accu-
racy explicit, which laid down a basis for the following
research. Scientists always demand longer time series, higher
accuracy, higher temporal resolution, and higher spatial res-
olution. Connected research has never stopped. Until
recently, the applications tend to be related to practical
resources management (e.g., in agriculture). The timeline
view cluster labels of agriculture, crop growth model, and
real-time inversion are evidence for this. Turning points in
research could indicate the maturity of technologies, the

appearance of new applications or new analysis methods, or
proposals for new demands [42]. Based on the changing pat-
terns above, we can take a glance at the history of MODIS
LAI/FPAR products. We firmly believe that the MODIS
LAI/FPAR products will bring more surprises to the whole
scientific community in the near future.

The cocited timeline view provides an intuitive knowl-
edge map for scientists to understand the research hotspots.
Some information may have been omitted in this paper but
readers can obtain more details according to the timeline
view.

3.6. Algorithm Development. There are some publications
with no keywords such as MODIS LAI/FPAR, but they are
indeed related to research on the process of algorithm devel-
opment, product application, and so on. To make up for the
search omission of MODIS LAI/FPAR algorithm develop-
ments, we conducted an additional search for algorithm
development. Based on the retrieved data, we execute key-
word time zone partition and cocitation clustering in
CiteSpace.

Figure 10 shows the relatively high-frequency keywords
arranged by time order. We can easily identify several key-
words that have been a relatively high-frequency keyword
for couples of years: Radiative Transfer (RT), forest, leaf area
index, reflectance, MODIS, model, vegetation, Spectral
Invariant (SI), Photon Recollision Probability (PRP), algo-
rithm, etc. Following the keyword time zone view and tracing
the variation of the keywords in the publications, we can find
that the research derived from the algorithms is more and
more extensive.

Similar to the publication timeline view of Figure 8, there
is no clear delimitation between clusters in Figure 11. Because
of the citing relationship, some publications not in our orig-
inal dataset were added automatically by CiteSpace in this
map, too. Adding those publications, the publication time is
from 1986 to 2020, which is shown as the color bar from pur-
ple to yellow. Figure 11 contains the clusters with the closest
cocitation relationship. The sporadic clusters around this
main body were omitted to ensure the conciseness of the fig-
ure; so, the serial number of clusters in Figure 11 is discontin-
uous. There are clear clusters with a relative high Modularity
Q value of 0.8523.

By recognizing the color block with the cluster label,
readers can take a glance at research themes by years. It is
not difficult to find that modeling LiDAR waveform, above-
ground biomass, open-canopy forest, broadleaf forest, woody
material, understory reflectance, and canopy height are
research themes of the relatively early years. Chemical prop-
erties, leaf specular reflection, and fluorescence correction
vegetation index are the latest research flow. The theme “for-
est reflectance model” covers several periods, and research on
it seems to be still ongoing.

SRT was originally developed from a stochastic approach
in cloud physics [96–98]. The method treats the 3D canopy
structure as a stochastic process of space and describes it with
the indicator function [19]. It first estimates the 3D radiative
field in the vegetation canopy, then calculates the average,
and lastly outputs the ensemble average radiance and higher
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statistical moments. This makes RT models sensitive to 3D
effects of the canopy structure and meanwhile be of increased
computing efficiency [19, 99], comparing favorably with the
accuracy of 3D RT and the computational efficiency of 1D
RT. “Spectral Invariants Theory” (SIT) is another core of
the MODIS LAI/FPAR algorithm. It states that the amount
of radiation absorbed by a canopy depends only on the wave-

length and a wavelength-independent parameter describing
the canopy structure [100], i.e., simple algebraic combinations
of leaf and canopy spectral transmittance and reflectance are
wavelength-independent [101]. Thus, it is used for reducing
the LUT dimensionality and ensures the algorithm’s computa-
tional efficiency. The success of the MODIS LAI/FPAR prod-
ucts also contributed to continued research and improvements
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to these algorithms in the scientific community. Cescatti et al.
used a 3D RT model to examine the effects of hierarchical
levels of needle clumping on the canopy transmittance of a
conifer stand [102]. Panferov et al. conducted empirical and
theoretical analyses of spectral hemispherical reflectances
and transmittances of individual leaves and the entire canopy
sampled at equatorial rainforests and temperate coniferous
forests [103]. This research provides evidence for canopy
SRT and underlies the operational algorithm of the MODIS
LAI/FPAR products. Rautiainen et al. [104] proposed a simple
parameterization model PARAS for taking into account the
effect of within-shoot scattering on coniferous canopy reflec-
tance, confirming the efficiency of PRP in multiple scatterings
at the small scale. Almost at the same time, through empirical
analyses of spectral canopy transmittance and reflectance col-
lected during a field campaign in Flakaliden, Huang et al. sys-
tematically proved the validity of the theoretically derived
spectral invariant relationships reported in the literature
[101]. Lukeš et al. used imaging spectroscopy data to conduct
an empirical test of the SRT, concluding that in coniferous
canopies, the SRT performs well in the near-infrared spectral
range [105]. In 2012, Knyazikhin et al. applied SRT in foliar
nitrogen content research, introduced the directional area
scattering factor, and proposed that the bidirectional reflec-
tance factor is less relevant to the foliar nitrogen content with
the canopy structure elimination [106]. This study led to the
application of SRT in related research. In 2016, Stenberg
et al. systematically explained how SRT is related to PRP
and to canopy structural variables and introduced other
spectral invariants to quantify the directionality of canopy
scattering [100]. This paper reviewed the advances in the
theoretical development of the PRP concept.

With the development of fluorescence remote sensing
and heterogeneous surface modeling, in recent years, SRT
and SI aroused the attention of scholars again. Based on the
output parameters of the SRT model, Zeng et al. proposed
the analytical fluorescence RT model to investigate the effects
of the canopy structure and observation geometry on solar-
induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF) [107]. This coincides
with the keyword “solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence,”
“sun-induced fluorescence,” and the latest research cluster
“0# fluorescence correction vegetation index.” Further, Li
et al. used the SRT model to study the heterogeneous distri-
bution of damaged leaves in agriculture, leading the way to
potential future quantitative retrievals of damaged vegetation
[34]. It is foreseeable that the algorithms of MODIS LAI/F-
PAR will drive research for several more years.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the Terra mission
and the MODIS LAI/FPAR project, this paper is aimed at
providing a summary of the development trends, scientific
collaborations, involved disciplines, research hotspots, and
algorithm development of the MODIS LAI/FPAR products.
An objective analysis of the history and dynamics of this
research area allows identifying new research avenues for
these products.

The research based on the MODIS LAI/FPAR products
has been increasing with a multiyear average growth rate of
24.9% in publication. The publications using these products
increased from 226 in 2009 to over 900 by 2019. China and
the USA were the backbone of this research area, among
which CAS was the most important research institution, both
in terms of publications and international cooperation. Apart
from that, BNU, BU, UMD, UCAS, and NASA were other
backbone forces in this field. Countries, institutions, and
authors with more publications had better overall coopera-
tion, while “working alone” was rare.

Research based on the MODIS LAI/FPAR products cov-
ered a wide range of disciplines, but mainly focuses on envi-
ronmental science, agriculture, forestry, water resources, and
ecology, which have a strong correlation with LAI/FPAR.
Besides, the existing research hotspots, related applications,
and research are rather broad according to the discipline net-
work. Connecting very different disciplines has more poten-
tial to lead to new research directions. Apart from the
observation of the discipline network and its connections,
scientists can also benefit from the discipline network and pro-
duce new research ideas. Similar studies and methods can be
applied for other global moderate resolution LAI products,
e.g., GEOV∗/GLASS/GLOBMAP, in order to derive an overall
idea of the life cycle of the global LAI products.

LAI algorithms, data evaluation and validation, and
agricultural production assessment were high-frequency
research hotspots related to MODIS LAI/FPAR. Broadening
the research field both in disciplines and study areas, improv-
ing the algorithm, and breaking the existing difficulties will
be the trend of future research. First, validation is a long-
lasting topic that shows a high correlation with the release
of new data collections. Time series validation over LAI/F-
PAR [28] and validation of LAI/FPAR with its application
[92, 93] are being paid more and more attention. Validation
research in different areas of terrain and vegetation coverage
is always of significance. On the one hand, this could provide
a foundation for other research. On the other hand, objective
and comprehensive product quality information may con-
tribute to its usage, as in this process researchers help
improve the product quality in return in a virtuous cycle.
Noticeably, there are much fewer FPAR validation and appli-
cation studies compared to LAI. Strengthening FPAR studies
is of great significance and will be one of the future directions.
Secondly, overcoming the existing difficulties related to sur-
face heterogeneity, scale effects, and sloped terrain, which
can affect the accuracy of LAI/FPAR will be the work direc-
tion of some researchers. Other existing difficulties (e.g., data
acquisition difficulties and data errors caused by cloudiness
and rainy weather and accurate studies on mountains, wet-
lands, tropical rain forests, Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, and other
regions with special climate and topography.) also seized
more research attention. Thirdly, whether for simply pursu-
ing algorithm improvement or applying LAI/FPAR as input
to calculate other variables, the accuracy of LAI/FPAR prod-
ucts is positively correlated with the accuracy of the research.
Therefore, algorithm research on LAI/FPAR will be a
research hotspot for a period to come. At the same time, as
we entered the big data era, with the rapid development of
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machine learning and artificial intelligence, algorithm
research combined with machine learning may become
another trend in this subresearch field. Further, the life of
the MODIS sensor has far exceeded its designed specifica-
tion. With the advancement of new sensors in multiple
dimensions of time resolution, spatial resolution, and spec-
trum, it is also urgent to develop algorithms suitable for spe-
cific sensors. Developing new algorithms is both a challenge
and an opportunity for this area. Developing algorithms to
better understand and model the scale dependence of LAI/F-
PAR estimation using current data such as Sentinel-2/Senti-
nel-3 and Landsat could help to improve the data archives
from medium resolution sensors. Another challenge is to
ensure the long-term continuity of the valuable Earth System
Data Records (ESDRs), NASA, and NOAA, and the military
jointly launched the JPSS-VIIRS (JPSS: Joint Polar Satellite
System, VIIRS: Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite)
projects. The VIIRS instrument was designed with a strong
MODIS heritage. The development of a continuous, consis-
tent, and well-characterized VIIRS LAI/FPAR dataset is crit-
ical to continue the MODIS time series [33, 108–110]. Some
studies evaluated the VIIRS LAI/FPAR products through
comparisons with the MODIS LAI/FPAR products in terms
of both spatial and temporal patterns [16, 33]. In this context,
the new LAI/FPAR dataset will provide impetus to new
research. The consistency and heritage of VIIRS LAI/FPAR
and MODIS LAI/FPAR will keep the series products alive
and provide valuable datasets for the scientific community.

However, we recognize some limitations in this paper
that mainly results from the research peculiarity and the
limitations of the analysis tools. Even though we have
reduced the data error by using a precision retrieval strat-
egy and artificial data cleaning, there are still some “error
publications” recalled by the analysis tool. Because they
were highly cited by other papers in our dataset, these
“error publications” were classified as the data that meet
our needs. These publications will not influence the statis-
tical trends but will disturb the research trend analysis to
some degree. Also, there might be some documents that
have not been retrieved. We used the “TS” (means topic)
as the field tag to retrieve papers in our search criteria.
This tag could search the field of title, abstract, author
keywords, and keywords plus within a record. As long as
one of the search terms appearing in any of the above
fields, the paper would be recorded in the result, whereas
when the terms we used did not show up in any of the
above fields but show up in the paper’s main body, and
the “needed paper” would escape from searching. Of
course, as the “error publications” mentioned above, some
of these omissive “right publications” could be “recalled”
to our dataset in the same way. Another, funding data
retrieved from the literature was identified by the “FU”
field in the WOS literature information. According to
information from the “FU” field, we gained funding data
including foundation name, unit, and country. The
absence of the “FU” field in some publications makes the
analysis inadequate regarding the funding data. That is
the reason why the funding number gained from literature
was much lower than the number of publications. In addi-

tion, there was some inappropriateness in classifying pub-
lications according to labels on the right of the timeline
view. For example, Jacquemoud et al. was classified in
the cluster “8# Phenology”, but a manual review shows
that it is not strongly connected with phenology; so, we
moved it to the more appropriate cluster “12# PROSAIL
Model” with its topology unchanged [111]. It is unavoid-
able that some misclassified publications still exist. Fur-
thermore, to highlight some important publications, we
canceled some subdominant nodes that covered the former
ones in the timeline view, which is described in detail in
the section on the cluster analysis. Bibliometric analysis
tools are very sophisticated tools for scientific mapping,
providing efficient, and effective visualizations based on
scientific algorithms and mapping methods. We are deeply
grateful to them for the support they provided in the bib-
liometric visualization analysis. Hopefully, their limitations
can be overcome in the future.
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